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Abstract: In the short stories of Mulk Raj Anand, the character’s psyche is revealed to the readers. Anand 

focuses on the psyche of a character and relatively develops the character’s outer world. Mulk Raj Anand 

was born and brought up in and around the British Camps in India as his father was an administrator in 
the Indian Army, which was a transferable job. These experiences of his childhood, of moving around, of 

meeting new people, of adjusting, etc, gave him an introduction of the varied behavior of human and an 

insight in the human mind. This paper discusses role and contribution of minor characters in the select 
short stories of Mulk Raj Anand.  
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Introduction  

Most of the minor characters fall in the category of Flat characters as they are not given 

enough time or importance to develop during the course of the text. The flat characters are 

straight-forward, two-dimensional and they remain unchanged during the course of the story. “E. 

M. Foster says that a flat character is built around ‘a single idea or quality’ and is presented 

without a single identity or detail.”
1
 Though, there have been examples of flat characters that 

play major part in the story; sometimes, even the protagonist can be a flat character. Prospero 

from The Tempest by Shakespeare, Micawber in David Copperfield by Charles Dickens, 

Gertrude from Hamlet by Shakespeare, are some examples of flat characters. (Swami from 

Swami and Friends). Mulk Raj Anand’s minor characters are representatives of the troubles 

faced by the downtrodden and marginalized people of our society. Anand reveals his characters 

through their thoughts and ideas. He analyses the inner psyche of his characters and represents it 

through their actions and environment. 

Literature Review  

Lalita (2016) in her paper A Socio-Psychological Spectrum of Child-Life in The Lost 

Child and Other Stories by Mulk Raj Anand, explained the impact of children characters in 

understanding the changing social spectrum. She also studied social-evils through the 

consciousness of their child protagonists. The paper is divided into two parts. The first part 

discusses the origin and importance of Indian Short Story as a genre. The second part has its 

focus on The Lost Child and Other Stories, its socio-psychological study and the characters 

presented in the short stories of the collection.  

Anoop (2016) in his paper entitled Mulk Raj Anand’s Short Stories: A thematic 

perspective, discussed the variety of themes available in the short stories by Mulk Raj Anand. 

The paper discussed Anand’s works in light of the things that influenced him and his motive to 

write the stories. The societal unjust depicted in Anand’s works is realistic which helps us 

sympathize with the suffering of the people.  



Margret (2018) in the paper entitled Art of characterization: A comparative study in the 

selected novels of Mulk Raj Anand & Raja Rao, compared the art of characterization of Mulk Raj 

Anand and Raja Rao in their respective novels. The paper discussed the transition of Indian 

fiction initiated by the golden trio and their impact on the Indian English Writing.   

Minor Characters in the Select Short Stories of Mulk Raj Anand  

The minor characters of the story Things Have A Way of Working Out are a new 

watchman named Duggu, an old watchman whose name is not mentioned, a policeman and a 

thug named Ali. These characters play a major part in the fate’s game, and become both, a boon 

and a curse, to Krishan and Gopal. The old one was helping and supportive whereas the new one 

is strict and hard. Though the helping nature of the old watchman is not directly inherited by the 

new one, by the hands of fate, he ends up letting the boys sleep in peace. Duggu, in spite of being 

irrational, strict and short-sighted, seems to have an insight in life’s philosophy; still he ended up 

in jail due to his anger and rigidity. Duggu is the one who makes the statement, “Things have a 

way of working out...”
2
 on the boys’ situation.  

Ali is the character that is introduced to us only as a means to an end. Because of his fight 

with Duggu, Duggu is arrested by the policeman and the boys get to sleep on the stairs of the 

building in a dry place as opposed to the damp and rainy footpath. Ali, Duggu, Krishan and 

Gopal, all seems to be puppets in the hands of fate. In this tale, fate makes sure that things work 

out. Even though all the characters are rigid, gloomy and depressed, fate is the only alive and 

omnipresent character that finds a way for things to work out. The name Things Have a Way of 

Working Out also signals towards the presence of fate in the lives of human beings.  

The minor character in the fable The Dove and The Crow are the He-Dove and the 

Sparrows. The He-Dove is a loving and responsible character, he proves to be a strong 

supportive figure in the life of the She-Dove. As soon as he realizes the danger, he took charge 

and called his friends for support. The Sparrows and the Dove collectively become powerful 

enough to ward off the evil Crow.  

In the fable Butterfly, the Young boy is a minor character. Though the text starts with the 

thoughts and actions of the boy, they are all focused on the butterfly. The boy seems to be mere 

observer and the life of the Butterfly is the central theme. His disappointment at loosing the 

butterfly is depicted by the author in the lines, “. . . with quivering wings, she darts out of my 

hands before they have closed upon her. The hurt of the frustrated love possesses me.”
3
 

The Golden Cockerel is the third fable in the short story Five Short Fables. Its characters, 

the Cockerel and the Old Lady are both equally important. The conversation is one sided and 

focused. The Old Lady talks to the Cockerel as if he can understand everything she says. The 

crooning of the Cockerel is enough for the lady to continue the conversation.  

In the fable The Peacock, the two characters the Peacock and the Peahen. The Peahen is 

a minor character. She is a young Peahen waiting for her mate. Her portrayal is given as the love 

interest of the Peacock. Her longing is the dominant emotion in the text. Her longing is described 

by the author in the lines, “Afraid that she may lose him if he flies off again, the female bird 

treads the earth meditatively like the Nayika, vigilant with longing in her eyes.”
4
  

The Storm in the story The Leaf and the Storm plays a minor role. As the story revolves 

around the thoughts of the Leaf, the Storm becomes the means in the hands of fate to execute the 

destiny of the Leaf. 

Lajwanti is a simple story with many characters. Its minor characters include Balwant, 

Maina, Mr and Mrs Dayal, the Confectioner, Lajwanti’s in-laws and the Gurkha. Surprisingly, 

Lajwanti’s husband, Balwant, is a minor character, who doesn’t even make one appearance in 



the story. He is described as studious and meek; so much so that Lajwanti does not even expect 

him to stand up to Jaswant for her. At first glance, Lajwanti’s pet bird Maina seems more 

important to her. But after studying further, we can say that the Maina is important as it is the 

only companion Lajwanti has, only one that listen to her.  

Other minor characters include Mr. and Mrs. Dayal, the engineer and his wife, who take 

Lajwanti and Jaswant home, hoping to resolve the matter. Shrimati Sushmita Dayal is a social 

do-gooder who is bold, likes to take charge and can’t stand it when a lady is oppressed. It was 

Mrs. Dayal that slapped Jaswant right in the face for trying to hit Lajwanti. Mr. Dayal does not 

take much interest in the matter though he adjusts beautifully with his do-gooder wife; he is 

usually focused on himself and is depicted only as a passing character.  

The Confectioner isn’t a dominating character but stands out only because he seems to 

be the omnipresent voice of righteousness. He is outspoken, and commands Jaswant in an 

authoritative voice, “Ohe, do not hit her. Persuade her to go back with you.”
8
 He seems to 

represents the author’s voice in the story.  

Lajwanti’s mother-in-law is a simple domestic village lady. As per the social norms, she 

makes Lajwanti do all the heavy chores, scolds her whenever she feels like it and supports her 

son in every situation. She doesn’t have much dialogues but it is evident with Lajwanti’s feelings 

towards her that she is both strict and caring.  

Her father-in-law seems to be a soft spoken person who has a lot of power. He waits and 

tries to understand the situation before making any judgment. Being the Serpanch (head) of the 

village, he is a figure of authority. Gurkha in the Dayal house is a minor character that comes 

from the same background as Lajwanti, the lower working class, and is socially skilled in 

understanding the situation. The fact that he understood the situation in first glance means that 

Shrimati Dayal often make such endeavors which proves her goodness of heart.  

In the story Lady Bountiful, with a character like Shrimati Sarojini Sharma in the story, 

everyone else becomes a minor character. Lady Bountiful outshines all the other characters 

including her husband Shree Mohanlal Sharma. Other characters are Mr. Balan, part time 

assistant cum typist to Shrimati Sharma, Gyan, her bearer cum driver, and Munshi, the cook.  

Shree Mohanlal Sharma is a timid person who keeps to himself and his business. 

Though, he is ahead of his times and decided to marry a feminist by choice, his goodness is 

sidelined by his wife. Mr. Balan is a learned fellow, has a Master of Arts degree, and is 

competent and devoted. He is a part time assistant to Mrs. Sharma and has a full time job after 

that. His industrious nature is given away by the fact that in spite of being busy, he agrees to 

work for Mr. Sharma as well.  

Gyan, the bearer cum driver, is a young Hillman from Kangra. He is easily rebuked by 

Mrs. Sharma and still stays silent for the sake of his job as he comes from a poor family. The 

Cook is not discussed anywhere other than the conversations with Mrs. Sharma and thus his 

character remains in the background. The minor characters in this story play an important role in 

giving away some traits of Mrs. Sharma’s character. 

In the story The Bridegroom from the short story collection Man Whose Name Did Not 

Appear in the Census and Other Stories, the minor characters are present in abundance, as the 

story is set in a wedding. But there are only a few minor characters that are important for the 

development of the story. Mela Ram’s friends, named, Teja Singh, Mukund Lal, Jai Ram, and 

the narrator; Mela Ram’s father Lalla Kahan Chand, and the families of both bride and 

groom.  



The father of the groom, Lalla Kahan Chand, is a strict and stock character. He is the 

ideal nineteenth century father with stoic armor of anger around him. Mela Ram and his friends 

are deathly afraid of Lalla Kahan Chand’s anger. Mela Ram and all his friends are educated boys 

well to do families. They have similar interests and yet they have different temperaments. 

Though, being in an intoxicated state, their temperaments are hard to judge. The only common 

trait in all the minor characters is the fear of losing Mela Ram. The love, affection and worry 

they feel for Mela Ram binds them all and in spite having differences in ideas, age and 

situations, they appear as one unit.  

The minor characters from the short story The Prodigal Son from the short story 

collection entitled Man Whose Name Did Not Appear in the Census and Other Stories are 

Ganesh Das and Arur Singh. Ganesh Das is a Zamindar in the village. He is rich and seems to 

be rude to Gobindi. He goes on to scold Gobindi and says, “You yourself used to complain thet 

he was thieving you of your savings, and now you talk of him as though he were an angel.”
5
 He 

is angry at Sher Singh as he believes that Sher Singh is the reason behind all the misdemeanors 

of his son, Trilok Chand. Ganesh Das is direct in expressing his dislike for Sher Singh. He even 

goes on to insult Gobindi and the birth of Sher Singh.  

Arur Singh is a cloth dealer in the same village. He is a simple character that did not 

have any space to grow during the course of the story. Arur Singh enters the scene by the end of 

the story. He only has three dialogues. After Trilok Chand reads the letters and becomes aware of 

Sher Singh’s death, Arur Singh is the first person to realize what has happened. He is aware and 

sensitive. He cared for Gobindi and advised her. Arur Singh is a humane character. As opposed 

to Ganesh Das, Arur Singh is not afraid to show it.  

The character of Samuel Vijayaragavacharia is a con-artist in the story Appearance and 

Realty from the short story collection Lament on the Death of a Master of Arts and Other 

Stories. Some other minor characters in the story are The Sergeant, The Englishman and some 

bystanders. Samuel Vijayaragavacharia plays a key role in the development of the lead 

character, Sir Hassan Ali, and thus is an important character. But his role is dependent on the 

actions and reactions of the lead and is focussed on revealing Sir Hassan Ali’s character. Thus, 

even after being important to the story, Samuel is a minor character. He lures Sir Hassan Ali to 

his downfall through deceptive imagination of pleasure. After being asked as to what he will 

show to Sir Hassan Ali, he says, “All the houris promised to the faithful in heaven.”
6
 He is the 

key that unmasks the appearance of Sir Hassan Ali and reveals his reality to the readers.  

In spite of being a minor character, Samuel Vijayaragavacharia has a personality of his 

own. He is friendly, helpful, supportive and deceitful. His art of lying stands him out and his 

conman skills are impeccable. Sir Hassan Ali’s doubts and his inner conflict in trusting Samuel is 

an example of how fake and trusting Samuel could be at the same time. The story basically puts 

together two fake personalities where one deceives the other with better skills and talent. The 

other minor characters; the Sergeant, the Englishman, the bystanders; all are a part of Sir 

Hassan Ali’s Story and support his development. They do not have their separate identity in the 

story.  

The story Boots from the same short story collection has a number of minor characters 

including, Seth Milap Chand, Phuphi-Ma, Doctor Sen Das and Gobindi’s Husband, Late Jai 

Singh. Though, Jai Singh and his mother had died by the time the story starts but because of 

Gobindi’s strong memories of them, we can consider them as minor characters in the story.  

Seth Milap Chand is a typical, ruthless and greedy moneylender who wants to squeeze 

out as much money as he can from the widow. Phuphi-ma, on the other hand does not have 



much of a monitory gain but she seems to enjoy her power over the young girl. Though, she also 

wishes to own the boots for her son, her real pleasure lies in her command over Gobindi.  

Doctor Sen Das does not directly hurt Gobindi, but he seems to accept the torture over 

Gobindi as a natural process. He represents the double standards of the society. On one hand, he 

is a doctor who saves lives for a profession and has respect in society; on the other hand, he only 

sees the profit that he can make through Gobindi’s place. The boots seem to be only an added 

bonus to the doctor.  The emotional and physical assaults faced by Gobindi are expressed by the 

author as, “Gobindi struggled with all the grim strength of her young body for a while, her head 

cloth falling away and revealing a face convulsed with suppressed sobs. But old Phuphi 

scratched with her claws and Seth Milap Chand thrust her aside with both hands while the doctor 

kicked her as though she was a dog.”
7
  

Gobindi’s husband Late Solider Jai Singh and her mother-in-law are simple characters 

mostly because of their limited mentions through Gobindi’s memories. Even then, the two depict 

decent characters with good hearts. They seem to represent the goodness of the society that has 

gone and innocent people like Gobindi has to suffer for that.  

Concluding Remarks 

Anand’s minor characters never seem to act out on impulses; rather they are victims of 

fate and societal norms; so their behavior shows suppression and submission. Anand writes with 

an aim of enlightening the world about the negative impacts of orthodox thinking and cultural 

stagnation. He focuses on the psyche and relatively develops the character’s outer world. The 

minor characters created by Mulk Raj Anand are supporting characters and their presence in the 

story is mostly to depict some trait of the major characters, they still leave an indelible impact in 

the in the mind of the readers.  
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